Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to describe research exploring consumer responses to potential changes in food-related practices to mitigate and adapt to climate change.

Design/methodology/approach - Six focus groups explored consumer responses to measures intended to mitigate the emissions from, and adapt to the impacts of climate change. These included: meat reduction, greater reliance on seasonal British food, meal replacement tablets, laboratory grown meat, communal eating houses, genetically modified food and food waste. Practice theory provided the lens to interpret the changes to meanings, competences and materials associated with food consumption.

Findings - Changes that could be assimilated within existing competencies were viewed more positively, with lack of competence a key barrier to accommodating change. At present, climate change and sustainability do not influence purchasing decisions. Policy measures delivering multiple benefits (“win-wins”), of which environmental performance may be one, stand an improved chance of establishing more sustainable practices than those focusing exclusively on environmental drivers.

Originality/value - Awareness of the role of sustainable food systems in the context of anthropogenic climate change is growing. Whilst scientific and technological research explores methods for reducing emissions and building resilience in food supply chains to changes in climate, there is comparatively little study of how consumers perceive these proposed “solutions”. This research provides a comprehensive overview of consumer responses to potential changes in eating practices related to climate change mitigation and adaptation and is of value to policy makers, academics and practitioners across the food supply chain.
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Introduction
What constitutes a ‘low-carbon’ or ‘sustainable’ diet is both greatly contested and challenging to define (Carlsson-Kanyama 1998; Casimir and Dutilh 2003). With an increasing global population, growing demand for food and vulnerability to the ‘dangerous’ impacts of climate change, both the nature and geography of food production will change and adapting to these changes will be experienced across the entire food supply chain. Whilst scientific and technological research increasingly explores potential methods for both reducing emissions from food and building resilience in food supply chains to changes in climate (Garnett 2008; Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009; Soil Association 2009; DEFRA 2010; Foresight 2011; Bows-Larkin et al. 2014; Roder et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2014) there has been comparatively little study of how consumers may perceive and respond to proposed ‘solutions’.

This paper describes empirical research using a focus group approach to explore consumer responses to the UK food system and the potential changes in their food-related practices that could feature in a future altered by climate change. This research was conducted as part of a larger integrated project which explored climate change adaptation and mitigation in the UK food system and developed five Scenarios for the UK food system up to 2050 (Bows et al. 2012; Mander et al. 2013; Bows-Larkin et al. 2014; Roder et al. 2014; Wood et al. 2014). The paper begins by introducing the focus group discussion topics, the remainder of the paper aimed to gain a better understanding of how potential changes might be received by consumers and to identify the policy implications associated with moving towards a food system that is more robust to climate change. The paper concludes with how the focus group results relate to future food practices.
Rationale for discussion topics

It has been suggested that consumers in wealthy nations will have to ‘reduce their overall levels of consumption’ if the target of 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, set out in the Climate Change Act, is to be achieved (Buenstorf and Cordes, 2008; Soil Association, 2009). Moreover, some argue that even such a progressive target is inadequate for a reasonable probability of avoiding the 2°C threshold between ‘acceptable’ and ‘dangerous’ climate change (Anderson and Bows, 2011). Considering this, focus group discussions were framed around six key topics taken from Scenario narratives which could be described as measures potentially contributing to either climate change adaptation (defined as the “adjustment in natural or human system to a new or changing environment”) or mitigation (defined as “an anthropogenic intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases”) (IPCC, 2007). Mitigation measures included eating less meat and reducing waste (in terms of both food and economies of scale through communal ‘eating houses’). Other measures had both mitigation and adaptation potential including: growing meat in a laboratory, increased consumption of Genetically Modified (GM) foods, eating only British seasonal foods and the consumption of pills as a replacement for traditional food. Further rationale for their inclusion in the Scenarios is explained below.

Eating Less Meat

Research suggests that reducing meat consumption is an unpopular way of reducing the environmental impact of diets (Owen et al. 2007; Tobler et al. 2011) but with the average British adult consuming 79.1kg of meat a year (National Diet and Nutrition Survey 2012) compared to a global average of 38kg (FAO 2009) it is clear something needs done. A global transition to a low meat/vegetarian diet could have a dramatic impact on land use, resulting
in substantial reductions in greenhouse gases (Williams et al. 2006; Stehfest et al. 2009; Garnett 2011; Berners-Lee et al. 2012; de Boer et al. 2013; Hoolohan et al. 2013). This key climate change mitigation measure is the focus of grassroots campaigns such as ‘Meat free Monday’ (Meat Free Monday Campaign 2013) and other scenarios aiming to reduce food system emissions (Audsley et al. 2009). Meat production requires more water, land and energy in absolute terms than crops and accounts for 18% of global greenhouse gas emissions (FAO 2009). With global cattle numbers predicted to rise significantly by 2050 (Speedy 2003; FAO 2006), resource use is likely to increase unless drastic changes in diet are made. It is unclear as to how willing consumers may be in reducing their meat consumption, though a YouGov poll found a quarter of those surveyed had reportedly cut back on their meat consumption in the past year however the motivations behind this reduction were not explored (Eating Better 2013). Research found that consumers tend to underestimate the environmental impact of meat production and would therefore not necessarily identify reducing meat consumption as a significant way of making their diet more ‘climate-friendly’ (Tobler et al. 2011; Hartikainen et al. 2014; Vanhonacker et al. 2013).

**British Seasonal Food**

Increased consumption of indigenous seasonal foods may occur as a means of adaptation to climate change when imported produce is unavailable or as a mitigation measure to reduce transport CO2. In the UK, 40% of food is imported (DEFRA 2011) with the largest proportion of emissions arising from transportation and refrigeration (Jones 2002; Foster et al. 2006). When non-seasonal food is grown in the UK, emissions result from required additional inputs such as heat (Webb et al. 2013). The consumption of seasonal local products could lower overall emissions through reduced inputs (compared to non-seasonal production) and
reduced transportation and refrigeration related emissions (Cholette 2008). Research has indicated the consumption of local seasonal food is perceived by consumers to be environmentally friendly (Tobler et al. 2011) and superior in terms of taste and freshness (Chambers et al. 2007).

**Genetically Modified Food**
A technical response to addressing both climate change mitigation and adaptation is through genetic modification of crops, to enable production with reduced inputs or to minimise vulnerability to the impacts of climate change (The Royal Society 2009; Ronald 2011); the benefits of Genetically Modified (GM) are, however, contested (Friends of the Earth 2010). Extensive research has been published on public understanding and perceptions of Genetically Modified (GM) foods, key issues for consumers include: ‘unnaturalness’, unknown risks, lack of perceived benefits, ‘avoidability’, health implications, the motivations of those promoting the technology and a sense fatalism over the expansion of GM food (Grove-White et al. 1997; Nelson 2001; Shaw 2002; Pidgeon et al. 2005; Tobler et al. 2011).

**Laboratory Grown Meat**
*In vitro* or laboratory grown meat is constructed using tissue-engineering techniques and has been proposed as a lower environmental impact alternative, allowing for meat production where climate impacts could make it difficult to rear livestock (Thorton 2010). Tuomisto and Teixeira de Mattos (2011) calculated that production of laboratory grown meat uses 35-60% less energy, has 80-95% lower GHG emissions and 98% lower land use than conventional meat production. Producing meat in this way has the potential to make
meat healthier by improving the saturated/polyunsaturated fat ratio, reducing food borne diseases by increased monitoring and have land use benefits gained from releasing land from meat/animal feed production (Edelman et al. 2005). De Barcellos et al (2010) found that consumers were highly critical of ‘excessive intervention’ in meat production, suggesting that, technical challenges aside, its introduction may not be straightforward.

Communal Eating Houses
Communal ‘eating houses’, were introduced in the Scenarios as an alternative to dining at home, with the aim of reducing waste by cooking on a large scale. It is estimated that 20% of food bought for consumption ends up as waste in British homes (WRAP 2011). Exploring the social processes underlying food waste, Evans (2012) stresses the complex factors which result in ‘usable’ food being thrown away, encompassing both social (e.g. satisfying the preferences of different family members) and material (e.g. the role of fridges/freezers) dimensions.

Meal Replacement Tablets
‘Meal replacement tablets’ were included in the Scenarios to reflect restrictions in the availability of certain products and as a way of reducing emissions whilst maintaining recommended nutrition levels of a ‘healthy’ diet.

Material and methods
The empirical research described in this paper explores consumer responses to potential changes to their diet and food related practices that might feature in a future food system altered by climate change. Six focus groups with a total of 40 participants were held at The
University of Manchester (UK) in late 2011 and early 2012. A focus group\(^1\) approach allowed the opportunity to gauge responses to the suggested changes and offered the opportunity to explore participants’ presentation and interpretation of their everyday food related practices in response to the discussion topics (Morgan 1993; Therwell 1999; Krueger and Casey 2000; Stewart et al. 2007).

**Recruitment**

Achieving UK climate change targets require a shift in policy; support from the public is seen an essential step in achieving these targets so early engagement is critical (Lorenzoni et al. 2007). It was deemed important to understand responses to the proposed ‘solutions’ identified in this paper and as such the general public were identified to recruit. A mail shot was sent to households (n=1400) within the Greater Manchester area inviting them to contact the research team to express an interest in participating. 10 participants were invited to each focus group, commensurate with standard practice (Gibbs 1997; Stewart et al. 2007) and aiming for a target group size of 6 to 8 people (Krueger and Casey 2000); in total, 21 males and 19 females took part. A cash incentive and travel expenses were offered to each participant. Stewart (2007) found that the ability to create rapport and maximise discussions within the focus group was heavily influenced by gender composition. Taking this and previous experience into consideration, groups were split by gender, with the aim of encouraging an open atmosphere conducive for information sharing (Calder 1977; Morgan 1993).

\(^1\)Focus groups, where a group of people are asked in an interactive setting about their attitudes towards a particular topic and have been used successfully within other studies examining consumption (Barr et al. 2011a; Chambers et al. 2007; Murray and Vickers 2009; Barr et al. 2011b; Bray et al. 2011).
**Procedure**

In designing the topic guide, we sought to facilitate discussions based on key topics taken from the Scenarios, whilst encouraging participants to discuss any issue raised in relation to shopping, food preparation and eating. Each focus group lasted approximately 2 hours and was moderated by the same researcher to ensure consistency. The topic guide was divided into two; beginning with ‘warm-up’ discussions based on current shopping influences and sustainability before focusing on discussion topics which were introduced to participants in the following order: eating less meat, eating more seasonal British food, meal replacement tablets, laboratory grown meat and communal eating houses. Discussion topics were introduced in the context of how their diets and behaviour might change in response to the climate mitigation and adaptation responses.

**Analysis**

Discussion was audio taped with each session transcribed verbatim then verified by the researchers. The transcripts were entered into qualitative data analysis software package Atlas.ti (Muhr 1998). Transcripts were coded iteratively using the topic guide for preset codes and then developing new codes as they emerged. Although a specific theoretical framework was not adopted *a priori*, in analysing the data, it became clear that participants’ discussions related to elements of practice theory. Randles and Warde (2006) state “*that the principle implication of a theory of practice is that sources of changed behaviour lie in the process whereby practices themselves are reproduced or altered*”, thus making it particularly relevant to this research.
**Applying a practice lens during analysis**

Practice theory emerged in the 1970s and has been described as “a body of work about the work of the body” (Postill, 2010). There are many variants of practice theory put forward by theorists such as Dreyfus, Bourdieu, Giddens, Lyotard and deCerteau (Schatzki, 2001) however this research will however draw upon more contemporary theorists in its analysis. A practices approach, by definition, considers the ‘doing’ of everyday life as the focus of its analysis, moving away from an emphasis on attitudes, values and processes of ‘decision-making’ (Schatzki 2002; Shove and Warde 2002; Hargreaves 2011) to specific behaviours and patterns of consumption seen as being contained or embedded within certain social practices (Hargreaves, 2011). In his study of environment-related behaviour, Hargreaves (2011) demonstrates how insights from practice literature offer a wider and more comprehensive understanding of both the existing ‘unsustainable’ practices and the potential policy interventions that could be adopted in order to establish more ‘sustainable’ practices. Applying a practice lens to the present analysis aims to develop this insight further and explore specific issues relating future food-related practices, while recognising the complexities associated with ‘eating’ as practice (Warde, 2013).

The core elements of practice are conceptualised by Shove and Pantzar (2005) as ‘meanings’, ‘competences’ and ‘material’. Meanings refer to images and symbols which, in the case of food, could include healthiness, localness, choice etc, and which are strongly influenced by many cultural, individual and family factors (Daniels et al. 2012). Competences refer to skills and procedures which could include: cooking techniques; knowledge of recipes, ingredients and storage etc. Finally, material refers to physical
infrastructure and technologies such as food production, retail outlets, kitchen technology, the locations of eating etc. These elements are used in the analysis of this research project.

**Results**
During ‘warm-up’ discussions participants were asked about current shopping influences. The dominant issues across all groups were food prices and affordability, sustainability issues were not mentioned unless prompted by the researcher. Participants were asked what the term ‘sustainability’ meant to them, the only issue common to all groups was food miles. It should be noted that none of the groups mentioned ‘climate change’ directly in this prompted discussion on sustainability.

The remainder of this section will now present results describing participant responses to the climate change mitigation and adaptation measures featured in the Scenarios.

**Eating less meat**
Respondents were first asked how they viewed a 20% reduction in meat consumption and whether it was achievable. The current cost of food and economic recession featured heavily, respondents spoke of changes they were already making in terms of purchasing meat to make their budget stretch further: “*When I was really running out of money, I was thinking why am I spending money on chicken? I can just have a vegetable curry*”. In the context of stretched budgets, quality remained important, as participants expressed a willingness to reduce spending in other areas of their food shopping budget to maintain the standard of meat products. Various other meanings were also drawn on: animal welfare issues were often mentioned alongside price and quality in discussions around respondents’
current reasons for reducing meat consumption: “I've stopped buying meat because of the price, but also because of the way that it gets from being alive to on your plate. I'm not sure I'm particularly comfortable with that.” Only a minority discussed the emissions implications (i.e. environmental impact) of eating meat: “Meat has the highest carbon emissions by such, you know, a high level. And meat rather than fish. We eat lots of meat. Fish are unsustainably sourced, but it doesn't produce lots of carbon emissions in its extraction, basically”. The majority of participants stated they were comfortable with the suggestion of a 20% reduction in meat consumption (interpreted as an incremental change to their current diet) and which could be accommodated within their existing culinary competencies: “I wouldn't find it a huge issue because I've already gone through that eating meat almost every night to a couple of times a week. It's not really that hard.” Respondents tended to quickly move to how they could achieve such changes, whether through consuming more meat substitutes, vegetarian meals or reducing the amount of meat in existing dishes: “Out of interest, would you do that by having four meat meals a week instead of five, or would you have the same five meat meals but with 20% less meat?”. Respondents were generally willing to consider a 20% reduction, primarily due to: the win-win nature of the change (cost and environment), the context of stretched budgets and interpreting it as an incremental change that could be adopted within current competencies.

When asked about a 70% reduction in meat, this was considered too drastic a shift from current practices, leading participants to suggest clearer dietary guidance from government sources would be needed to adopt such changes. Predicted reluctance by other family members was perceived as one of the biggest barriers to this 70% reduction, introducing
additional meanings associated with meat consumption: “They’d say, "Mum, are you poor? Where is our meat?" because they’re too used to it.” Furthermore, parents reported they would be happy to reduce meat consumption for themselves but not for their children, due to their perceptions of the role of meat in satisfying nutritional needs: “I prefer them to eat meat cause when they do they’re more full and I know they’re getting a proper meal inside them.”

Females considered men in their families would find both a 20% and 70% reduction in meat consumption problematic: “I’d be happy to eat less meat but my husband likes to have meat on every dinner.” Males, however, expressed similar levels of personal willingness to reduce meat consumption. A 70% meat reduction was frequently referred to as a ‘vegetarian’ diet by participants. Participants discussed barriers to making the 70% reduction which included the need to develop new competences, expressed as a lack of awareness of reduced-meat recipes and the perceived effort involved in making vegetarian meals. Participants spoke of having grown up with traditional ‘meat and two veg’ meals and felt unsure of how to incorporate satisfying meat-free meals into their diet concerned that reducing meat to such an extent would result in boring and repetitive meal times: “So if someone who eats a lot of meat like myself who doesn’t eat particularly a lot of veg, what would you eat then?” Respondents stressed the need to be given positive messages on what could be eaten rather than simply being told not to eat meat: “If a campaign was like don’t eat meat twice a week, I think a lot of people would go, "So I starve for two days a week?" You have to give people an alternative.”
Feeding other family members, ensuring variety in terms of health and interest plus uncertainty over what to cook given many participants were traditionally so used to eating meat, were all discussed as potential barriers to more ‘drastic’ reductions. Participants also discussed: “I don’t know if it’s a black culture and that’s just what we’re used to, but in Jamaica and India, everything just involves meat... 70% is too big of a jump for me.”

**British Seasonal Foods**

Participants questioned what would be available when asked how they would respond to only being able to eat British Seasonal foods. Knowledge of seasonal availability varied with consideration of the ‘seasonality’ of products an alien idea for some: “Cadbury’s cream eggs, they’re seasonal...that’s the only seasonal food I know. And it sounds stupid, it really does, it genuinely is”. Lack of familiarity with seasonality was seen by participants as the result of current year-round availability of the majority of fruit and vegetables and the level of choice with which they were accustomed to at British supermarkets and felt that reducing that choice would be difficult: “I supposed you’d feel a bit deprived wouldn’t you in some respects.”

A reduction in variety, either by choosing to eat more seasonally (mitigation) or products being unavailable (adaptation), differs markedly to current expectations. Participants felt any voluntary change was unlikely to happen and a reduction in choice would not be well received. Such a change was seen as going ‘backwards’: “That’s one of the things; we love choice of whatever it is, be it leisure activities, be it food, drink. We’re spoilt for choice.”
"Probably we have too many choices. So to try and sort of backtrack on that would be an incredibly difficult thing."

Discussions focused on voluntary consumption of more seasonal foods. When prompted on the possibility of foods not being available or the price dramatically increasing, there was a desire to protect current levels of choice and an expectation that this could and would be achieved through various technical measures (e.g. glass houses in the UK): “You know all the glasshouses for the tomatoes at the moment I suppose they could do that for oranges and melons and things and bananas...you’d have to put Britain under glasshouse I think”. The need to develop new competences to cope with this change to the material of food consumption came to the fore; the majority of participants reported they would need more information on the foods they would have access to, and the recipes they could cook with the available products, in order to feel confident and comfortable with such a change: “I'd be hard pushed to know what was British and in season at any one point”. Mirroring concerns about reducing meat in diets, participants argued building wider enthusiasm for voluntarily changes, or enabling them to cope with changes would depend on knowledge of not only the types of products available but what satisfying meals could be provided using those products: “You couldn't just go in and sort of make the decisions there and then or whatever. You'd kind of have to be thinking about - thinking ahead a little bit more.”

Supermarkets were seen as central, with calls for them to provide information on tasty and varied recipes, prominent placement and promotion (including price) of seasonal goods. Groups talked about encouraging consumers to choose more seasonal products, with the
assumption more exotic products would nevertheless remain available. A reduction in choice was seen as going ‘backwards’ and against ‘progress’.

**Lab grown meat**

The concept of artificially growing meat was couched in wider sustainability issues that had arisen during the previous prompted topics and was framed within the context of the ‘need’ for producers to maintain at least current levels of quality and choice and notions of ‘progress’ in terms of food production: “*We can only go forwards. And if people expect all these exotic foods all year round and people expect meat there has to be another way of providing it...*” Participants in all groups discussed the science behind making such a product, with many worrying that based on previous food scares that given there is no evidence to ensure its safety there may be problems in the future: “You’d have to put your trust in science every time you grilled a burger which is a bit worrying you don’t like to do it do you but I think eventually I would.”

Despite several participants having seen a news story on artificially grown meat the groups had many questions surrounding the actual product, the taste was an obvious issue but participants were concerned with what it would actually look like when it came to the stage of purchasing: “Because aesthetics of food is important as well, isn’t it?”. Despite the potential benefits of lab meat, the importance of transparent labelling and choice was also discussed. There was a need for consumers to be able to compare products ‘side by side’, with a sense that visual comparison would be important for shoppers (and was already part of existing meat selection processes).
Although participants expected a technological development to be costly, there was a general consensus that lab meat would have to be cheaper than conventional meat to encourage consumers to switch, for example if participants could purchase an improved ‘cut’ of meat at a lower price: “They’re not going to be growing the rough end of the meat trade, they’re going to be growing the better end. So you know, if you can get the better end of the meat for the price of the rough end, great”.

Overall the majority of respondents were open to the concept of lab meat with the main advantage identified by both vegetarian and meat-eating participants was the availability of meat without killing an animal: “Well nothing’s dead because of it and we still get to eat meat so I think it’s the best of both worlds. I don’t mind about the Frankenstein thing at all.”

Previous discussions highlighted the importance of meat in participant’s diet, however discussions around growing meat specifically for food highlighted the importance of animal welfare to many participants: “I’m all for scientific advances. If it tasted the same as normal meat as well, I’d prefer to eat something that’s been grown specially to be eaten than something that’s had to live a life just to be eaten”.

Participants discussed and questioned the nutritional and health implications of consumption, however came to the conclusion ‘scientists’ could produce a product which was not only ‘purer’ than conventional meat but could contain added vitamins and minerals: “They wouldn’t grow any rubbish would they?” Participants raised concerns about ‘growth hormones’ in meat produced today. Across the groups, the idea that lab meat could perhaps offer a higher standard of safety and quality was discussed unprompted: “And look
at the bovine diseases...if labs were guaranteeing sort of 100% safety with these things, I think people would probably trust a laboratory more”.

A sense of ‘progress’ underpinned much of the positive discussion around lab meat. In the context of the industrial nature of current food production, it was seen as perhaps not being such a significant change. Historical technological developments, such as microwave meals, were considered by some to be analogous: “Microwave meals. If you said to people, "At a certain point, you will get a tray of food that's been processed in whatever weird and wonderful way and you'd bang it in a microwave and, a minute later, you'll have a meal," if you had said that to grandparents, they would have been like, "Absolutely no way that's going to happen."

GM food

Participants were on the whole unsure of the extent to which their current shopping basket would contain GM foods and had concerns: “For me the product would have to be on the market for a certain number of years...I just always worry there [is] going to be some payback down the line, you know, they'll come up with such and such in the Daily Mail about whatever.”

Participants saw an important role for information provision, arguing there should be a much higher level of understanding within the general public (including themselves) if more GM food products were included on supermarket shelves and to enable individuals to make the choice whether or not to consume them. As with lab meat, participants discussed the issue of some consumers having little or no choice but to consume certain products if they
are the cheapest on offer: “GM food strikes a chord, we don’t really know too much about it, but we know it's not particularly good...But if you can't afford anything else and you've got a family to feed, you'll go for it.”

The meanings associated with GM foods were more negative than lab meat. Whilst respondents could see potential benefits of the technology, they linked their negative associations with GM food to past media coverage, highlighting the importance of media framings to the introduction of other ‘new technologies’.

**Meal Replacement Tablets**

Participants spoke enthusiastically about the cultural and social importance of food and the substantial amount of time they spent shopping for, preparing and eating food: “I like cooking and I like the smell of food and like the preparing it and the sitting down at the table and stuff like that it’s not just actually eating what you’re eating it’s everything else that goes with it.”

Meal replacement tablets were rejected by the majority of participants on the grounds of the important role food played in their lives, expressed in terms of all three elements of practice (meaning, materials and competencies). Concerns were raised over how the human body would respond to an absence of ‘proper food’: “That's already processed. It's not the same as fresh, wholesome food, freshly cooked. It's not the same.”
Those who spoke positively about meal replacement tablets drew on a number of potential benefits including saving time, managing nutrition and over-eating and feeding a growing population, students in particular saw a benefit: “You don’t have to think about what you’re going to have. You don’t have to do a big shop, which is a right pain if you don’t have a car. Yeah, that would just be really simple and easy for me.” A similarity between meal replacement tablets and the materials of some current weight management programmes was noted. Although they were seen as being ‘futuristic’ and hi-tech, meal replacements tablets were not associated with positive images of ‘progress’: “You meet with friends, you go out for a meal, you cook a meal, you sit down and you talk about your day, don’t you? You’re not going to sit there over a tablet, are you, saying, “Oh, this is what I’ve done today, darling,” you know, gulp, it’s over, let’s move on from that.” Participants with families also had concerns about their family of meal replacement tablets were introduced: “With us both working full-time it is probably like that half an hour is the only time we actually spend really all four of us together. So to take that away god it would be horrible it would that’s like our time”.

**Eating Houses**

In the context of the central role that shopping, cooking and eating takes in everyday lives, this change was viewed very negatively by each of the groups. Despite a very open-ended introduction of this idea to the groups, with no explanation of the level of choice or eating environment, it was immediately interpreted very negatively as being impractical and inconvenient. The suggestion of an ‘eating house’ provoked images of large military-style canteens serving “slop”: “This sounds a bit sort of Soviet, you know, old-style ... it sounds really horrific to me.” Participants were quick to list a range of unprompted concerns
including: increased waste, lack of choice (particularly for children), unhealthy foods, food safety, special dietary requirements, quality and taste of the food, aggravating social problems. Eating houses were perceived to limit choice and were not seen as analogous with restaurants or other food outlets: “it’s limiting choice again like you’ve got a set menu I presume or it’s like when you eat at school or at work or whatever”.

The majority of participants disagreed with the rationale behind the idea and did not mention any potential personal benefit, such as reducing the need for shopping, cooking or washing up, for example; respondents had to be strongly encouraged to identify any potential benefits at all. Only one participant across all six groups proactively suggested that it might be a good way to meet your neighbours and become more sociable. In stark contrast to the technological options of lab meat and GM food that were seen as a way of maintaining and developing current food choices, eating houses were considered to represent a return to less affluent and abundant times and this framed respondents’ sense of the undesirable and improbable prospect of their implementation: “Yeah, like let’s go back to the depression.” Again, it is evident here that, to be widely accepted, it is important that changes in diet are not considered to be incongruent with notions of ‘progress’.

**Discussion**

By applying a practice lens during the analysis stage of the research we were able to widen the focus from individual decision making to consideration of the broader constituent parts of food consumption. Results are now discussed in the context of the three core elements of
practice: meaning, material and competencies, highlighting opportunities for policy intervention that such a framing opens up.

Meanings

Meanings associated with food and eating practices were widely discussed by participants throughout the focus group as they assessed the acceptability and likelihood of the proposed changes.

The role of meat in diets proved a particularly emotive topic compared with the others; meanings that surfaced during the discussions relating to the social status of eating meat, family expectations and animal welfare issues. This compliments research by Holm and Mohl (2000) who found that discussions around meat carried more emotion than any other food. Animal welfare issues were introduced during discussions relating to lab meat, during which positive images of ‘science’, ‘progress’, ‘safety’ and ‘purity’ were contrasted with negative images of current ‘industrial’ approaches to farming livestock. A sense of technological optimism pervaded these discussions as lab meat was heralded as an innovation allowing for better ‘cuts’ of meat at a lower cost.

Choice and price were dominant themes across the groups and topics. Choice was presented by participants as a central and positive meaning of current food practices and led respondents to expect resistance to any perceived limiting of choice. The level of choice currently available was framed very positively and presented as ‘progress’, while any measures associated with restricting choice were described as ‘backward’ or negative. There was a clear assumption that retailers could and would maintain current levels of choice and
any changes proposed were interpreted as being voluntary actions (compared to items simply not being available). This dominance of choice as a key meaning was further evidenced in their confidence that climate adaptation issues (e.g. lack of availability of certain fruit and vegetables from overseas) would be likely to be overcome by technical solutions, such as heated greenhouses in the UK for example. The importance of choice was also evident in respondents’ desire for hi-tech options (GM and lab meat) to be clearly labelled and ‘avoidable’ for the consumer. For the vast majority of participants, choice was deemed an immutable part of the food system.

Rising food prices were seen to be disrupting current food practices, offering policy makers the potential for ‘win-wins’ on cost and sustainability. When they could identify multiple benefits, participants viewed potential changes to diet and food related practices more favourably. Such win-wins related to changes where additional positive meanings were associated such as: health, welfare and quality. Participants did not draw on broader meanings of environmental impact or sustainability when discussing their current shopping influences and pressures. The absence of meanings related to sustainability when participants discussed their current food habits suggests that presenting change exclusively in terms of environmental benefits may have limited effect.

**Material**

For those changes that clearly altered the material of food consumption (e.g. lab meat, eating houses, meal replacement tablets), the extent to which they were seen to support or undermine current meanings was central to how they were assessed by respondents. Changes in material that maintained or enhanced choice were generally viewed positively.
Participants identified that supermarkets and food producers could reduce the environmental impact of products, through changing the material (i.e. technical improvement and efficiency gains) without the consumer having to alter their practices; by not altering current meanings and fitting current competencies, such changes were viewed positively.

**Competences**

Participants frequently discussed how to assimilate changes within their existing competences. A clear example of this related to meat consumption, where a 20% reduction was seen as being broadly compatible with existing competences. In other words, respondents could comfortably see how to produce meals that satisfied both their families’ and their individual desire for choice and variety within this magnitude of change. Not only was this achievable within current competencies but it was perceived as being consistent with current budget constraints, without being a major challenge to meanings of choice and health. This is in contrast with research by Tobler et al (2011) who found participants to be unwilling to reduce their meat consumption. A 70% reduction in meat consumption, however, was viewed more negatively because it was perceived to challenge both choice and health in addition to raising concerns about the lack of skills and know-how to deliver satisfactory meals with such a reduction in meat.

The topic of seasonality was also seen to present a test of participants’ skills and their ability to utilise a ‘restricted’ shopping list. In the context of both the need to reduce meat consumption and potential climate change impacts on the availability of particular fruit and vegetables, participants called for supermarkets and government to assist them in
developing new competencies in order to accommodate these changes to their eating practices. Whilst ‘deficit models’ are clearly of limited value in transforming patterns of consumption (Irwin and Wynne 1996), participants spoke of a desire to ‘know more’ if such changes were to happen, suggesting that improved provision of information and training (competence) may be a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to facilitate such change. In line with positive meanings around food and the enjoyment that participants took from eating and cooking, they called for changes to be presented positively, for example through messages about what to eat rather than negative instructions to stop eating meat. Suggested approaches included supermarkets providing vegetarian recipe cards and offering promotions on relevant ingredients in store.

**Insights from a practice framing**

Respondents discussed the desirability and likelihood of specific proposed changes to food consumption; the content of these discussions has been interpreted with reference to the three elements of practice: meanings, material and competences. Each of these three elements has been discussed. Dominant meanings of ‘progress’ and ‘choice’ were evident throughout discussion of the proposed changes. Respondents discussed their ability to accommodate changes within their current competencies and argued that more support and training would be needed if they were to make changes that they perceived as ‘radical’ i.e. a 70% reduction in meat consumption and eating only British seasonal food. The different meanings associated with specific hi-tech changes in the material of food (i.e. lab meat and GM) led to different responses to those change. In relation to GM, participants drew on existing knowledge and uncertainties that have been well documented in the media to express concern over health implications and a desire to be able to actively avoid
GM. Lab meat, on the other hand, a new technology for many respondents and not currently in the food supply chain, was seen as having the potential to fit with existing meanings of value (i.e. rising food prices making meat too expensive for some) and health; notably, potential advantages were expressed in relation to previous food scares and a more ‘scientific’ approach to meat production. Whilst this response is likely to be strongly affected by media coverage as the technology develops, this, and the example of meal pills offer a good examples of the importance of understanding consumer interpretations of the meanings associated with new technologies and products and their related risks (Cope et al 2010).

**Conclusions**
This paper has presented results from focus groups exploring consumer responses to potential changes to eating practices related to climate change mitigation and adaptation. Using elements of practice theory to inform the analysis, the analysis shifts from a narrow emphasis on individual attitudes, towards a more comprehensive view of patterns and systems of eating – i.e. food related practices. In particular, the elements of practice: meanings, materials and competences, are explored.

Initial discussions with respondents indicated that climate change and sustainability did not feature in the current meanings associated with food or in purchasing decisions. Here it is argued that policy measures delivering multiple benefits (‘win-wins’), of which environmental performance may be one, stand an improved chance of establishing more sustainable practices than those focusing exclusively on environmental drivers (e.g. health and cost). In particular, as current financial pressures disturb shopping and eating habits a window of opportunity may exist for new patterns to be established. It is important that the
implications of any proposed changes are considered in the widest possible context of food practices. Considering proposed policies and initiatives from the perspective of changes to meaning, competence and material is argued here to offer a productive and useful starting point for policy makers. Determining how changes can be assimilated within existing competencies (e.g. cooking, preparing) and their congruence with existing meanings of food practices (e.g. progress and choice) is central. This requires a shift in policy and campaigning discourses to identify synergies that speak to all three elements of practice.

While the research presented here has been enriched by analysing the results of the focus group discussions through the broad lens of practice theory, future research to develop scenarios taking a practice approach from the start, could deliver further valuable insights into achieving more sustainable food futures.
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